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Abstract 

In Bryden and MacRae’s (1988) dichotic listening task, attending to verbal (left hemisphere) 

or emotional (right hemisphere) auditory stimuli can result in opposite patterns of behaviour. 

We examined whether performance on the line bisection task might also be influenced in 

opposite ways by left- and right-lateralised functions. The line bisection task is a simple and 

effective measure of visuospatial bias. Pseudoneglect, a leftward bias, is typically found on 

this task, and appears to result from right hemisphere dominance for spatial processing. We 

investigated how emotion, verbal, and facial processing impacted line bisection performance, 

while also examining the influence of hand use. Line type (face, word, solid), valence 

(positive, negative, neutral), and hand use (left, right, both) were manipulated. Results 

indicated that face and word lines decreased and increased the extent of pseudoneglect, 

respectively, and that valence accentuated these results. These results were in the opposite 

direction from our predictions. Hand use had little influence. We discuss the impact that 

visual scanning, and local and global processing, may have had on line bisection 

performance. Until future research clarifies how cerebral asymmetries affect line bisections, 

we suggest caution in adapting the line bisection task as a general measure of relative 

hemispheric activation. (200 words) 

 

Key words: line bisection, emotion, language, facial processing, pseudoneglect 
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What’s in a Line? Verbal, Facial, and Emotional Influences on the Line Bisection Task. 

 The line bisection task is a simple and effective measure of individual differences in 

visuospatial biases. The majority of adults bisect lines slightly to the left of true centre, 

demonstrating a leftward visuospatial bias known as pseudoneglect (Bowers & Heilman, 

1980). This leftward bias is thought to occur due to right hemisphere dominance for 

visuospatial attention (Bultitude & Aimola Davies, 2002). Some researchers have used the 

line bisection task as a proxy for brain activation resulting from other lateralized functions 

(e.g., active vs. passive affective action tendencies; Drake & Myers, 2006); however, it is 

possible that the task cannot be used as more than a measure of visuospatial attention (c.f., 

Leggett, Thomas, & Nicholls, 2015). In the present study, we take inspiration from Bryden 

and MacRae’s (1988) dichotic listening task that measures both left hemispheric (verbal) and 

right hemispheric (emotion) processing, and apply this approach to the line bisection task. 

Specifically, we examined the influence of emotional facial and verbal content on line 

bisection performance, to assess the influence of relative right versus left hemispheric 

activation on visuospatial biases.  

Line Bisection 

In a clinical population, the line bisection task can be used to assess hemispatial 

neglect, which typically follows damage to the right inferior parietal lobe (Vallar & Perani, 

1986). Patients with left hemispatial neglect attend exclusively to the right half of space, 

displaying behaviours such as eating food from only the right half of the plate, shaving only 

the right half of the face, or even dressing only the right half of their bodies (for a review see 

Driver & Mattingley, 1998). On the line bisection task, they bisect lines to the far right, as 

though the left halves of the lines do not exist (Heilman & Valenstein, 1979; Olk & Harvey, 

2002; Urbanski & Bartolomeo, 2008). Because the right parietal lobe is dominant for 

orienting spatial attention (Chambers, Payne, Stokes, & Mattingley, 2004), damage to this 
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region results in a loss of the ability to attend to the contralateral side of space (Vallar & 

Perani, 1986, Fink et al., 2000).  

 In contrast to hemispatial neglect patients, neurologically healthy individuals typically 

display pseudoneglect, a slight leftward bias on the line bisection task (Bowers & Heilman, 

1980). Pseudoneglect may be explained by the activation-orientation hypothesis of attention, 

which states that attention is oriented in a direction contralateral to the more highly-activated 

hemisphere (Reuter-Lorenz, Kinsbourne, & Moscovitch, 1990; Bultitude & Aimola Davies, 

2002). Duecker and Sack (2015) suggested that this attentional hypothesis applies specifically 

to the posterior parietal cortex, such that the left and right hemispheres are in competition and 

directing attention contralaterally. When completing the line bisection task, which relies 

heavily on visuospatial processing of the right parietal cortex (Çiçek et al., 2009; Fink et al., 

2000; Foxe et al., 2003), attention is subsequently oriented more leftward, and this leftward 

over-representation of space results in leftward bisections. Hand use has also been 

demonstrated to affect line bisection performance in a manner predicted by the activation-

orientation hypothesis—bisecting lines with the left hand (right hemisphere) tends to increase 

the extent of pseudoneglect, whereas bisecting lines with the right hand (left hemisphere) 

tends to reduce the extent of pseudoneglect (Jewell & McCourt, 2000; McCourt, Freeman, 

Tahmahkera-Stevens, & Chaussee, 2001). 

More recently, the line bisection task has been used as an index of relative left and 

right hemispheric activation (e.g., Baumann, Kuhl, & Kazén, 2005; Drake & Myers, 2006; 

Shrira & Martin, 2005). For example, Drake and Myers (2006) used the line bisection task as 

a proxy for different aspects of emotion processing based on the prefrontal model, which 

suggests that the left and right prefrontal cortices are best suited for processing opposing 

aspects of emotion (e.g., positive and negative valence, active and passive feelings, approach 

and withdraw motivation). They found that feeling active (associated with left hemisphere 

processing) corresponded with a rightward bisection bias, whereas feeling passive (associated 
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with right hemisphere processing) corresponded with a leftward bisection bias. In a different 

study, Shrira and Martin (2005) found the extent of line bisection performance to be 

associated with the amount of top-down processing of stereotypes (left hemisphere), such that 

stronger top-down processing led to more rightward bisections. The assumption underlying 

these and other studies is that the line bisection task is sensitive to relatively left or right 

hemisphere activation. This assumption may not be supported, at least in terms of prefrontal 

approach-related motivational functions (Leggett et al., 2015).  

Typically, activation of spatial processing regions in the right hemisphere leads to 

leftward biases on the line bisection task, so it is possible that activation of the left 

hemisphere would lead to lesser or reversed biases, as is suggested by the activation-

orientation hypothesis (Reuter-Lorenz, Kinsbourne, & Moscovitch, 1990; Bultitude & 

Aimola Davies, 2002). However, Duecker and Sack (2015) provided a convincing argument 

that the frontal regions involved in the fronto-parietal attentional network direct attention in a 

different manner than the posterior parietal regions. Specifically, instead of the 

interhemispheric competition that characterizes the parietal lobes, the right frontal lobe is 

dominant for spatial processing and capable of directing attention towards both visual fields, 

whereas the left frontal lobe only directs attention to the right visual field (Heilman & Abell, 

1980; Heilman & Valenstein, 1979). In line with this hemispatial theory, left-hemispheric 

dorsolateral prefrontal activation, when processing positive valence or approach-related 

motivation, can result in a rightward bisection bias in a neurologically healthy population. In 

contrast, right hemisphere dorsolateral prefrontal activation resulting from avoidance 

motivation does not produce a consistent bias, which may suggest bilateral attentional effects 

(Drake & Myers, 2006; Friedman & Förster, 2005; Nash, McGregor, & Inzlicht, 2010; 

Roskes, Sligte, Shalvi, & De Dreu, 2011).   

Recently, Leggett and colleagues (2015) demonstrated that the rightward bisection 

bias observed in response to approach motivation is highly variable, and that line bisection 
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does not appear to be a suitable measure of approach- and avoidance-related hemispheric 

activation. Moreover, line bisection performance is thought to be indicative of parietal lobe 

activation more so than prefrontal activation (Çiçek, Douell, & Knight, 2009; Fink et al., 

2000; Fink, Marshall, Weiss, Toni, & Zilles, 2002; Foxe, McCourt, & Javitt, 2003; Vallar & 

Perani, 1986). In addition to parietal activity and, to a lesser extent, frontal activity, line 

bisection performance has been associated with other right hemispheric brain regions 

including the temporo-parietal junction and lateral occipital cortex (Foxe et al., 2003), the 

cerebellum (Fink et al., 2000), and the temporo-occipital cortex (Fink et al., 2002). As such, it 

is plausible that line bisection performance may still be able to serve as a reflection of non-

dorsolateral-prefrontal activation effects of the left and right hemispheres. If the line bisection 

task can index the extent of activation of each hemisphere relative to each other, then we 

should see different patterns of bisections when processing information that has been 

established to preferentially activate the left hemisphere (e.g., words; Knecht et al., 2000) and 

right hemisphere (e.g., faces, Ley & Bryden, 1979) in non-prefrontal regions.  

Investigating Hemispheric Asymmetries 

 In the present study, our primary purpose was to examine the influence of emotional 

facial and verbal information on line bisection performance (with a secondary purpose of 

examining the influence of hand-use, discussed further below). Along a similar vein, Bryden 

and MacRae (1988) have previously examined verbal and emotional effects on dichotic 

listening performance. The dichotic listening task involves listening to two different stimuli 

presented simultaneously, one to each ear, and indicating whether or not a target stimulus was 

heard. In Bryden and MacRae’s (1988) task, the auditory stimuli included four rhyming 

words (bower, tower, dower, and power) spoken in four different emotional prosodies 

(happy, sad, angry, and neutral). When participants were asked to listen for a target word, 

they displayed a right ear advantage, indicating left hemispheric superiority. In contrast, 
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when they were asked to listen for a target emotional prosody, a left ear advantage was found, 

indicating right hemispheric superiority. 

 These compelling findings fit well with known hemispheric asymmetries in verbal 

and emotion processing. Language is typically processed in the left hemisphere (Bryden, 

Hécaen, & DeAgostini, 1983; Vigneau et al., 2006), whereas affect (particularly negative 

emotion) is typically processed in the right hemisphere (Bryden & MacRae, 1988; Killgore & 

Yurgelun-Todd, 2007; Najt, Bayer, & Hausmann, 2014). Auditory pathways from each ear to 

the contralateral hemisphere thus allow for faster and more accurate identification of words 

when presented to the right ear (Bryden, 1988a, 1988b), and faster and more accurate 

identification of emotional prosody when presented to the left ear (Bryden & MacRae, 1988). 

The exceptional aspect of Bryden and MacRae’s (1988) dichotic listening task was that the 

exact same stimuli could result in opposite ear advantages, simply by changing the target 

sound. This solidified the idea that opposing hemispheric asymmetries were influencing 

dichotic listening performance in opposite ways. 

 It is unknown whether opposing hemispheric asymmetries can also influence line 

bisection performance in a manner similar to dichotic listening. If so, then the line bisection 

task might serve as a visual complement to Bryden and MacRae’s (1988) dichotic listening 

task. The line bisection task is faster to administer than the dichotic listening task, and it is 

simple to complete, so it could be useful to extend the utility of this task beyond a measure of 

visuospatial attention. 

A variation of the line bisection task, called the character line bisection task, has been 

used in a number of studies examining attentional biases (Jeong, Drago, & Heilman, 2006; 

Na et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2004a, 2004b), and was modified for use in the present study. In 

this task, a horizontal string of characters (letters or symbols) is presented to participants who 

must circle the target character which they perceive as closest to the centre of the string. In 

comparing performance on letter and symbol character line bisections to performance on a 
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solid line bisection task, Lee and colleagues reported more rightward bisections on both 

character line bisection tasks compared to the solid line bisection task (Lee et al., 2004b). 

This rightward shift was proposed to occur due to lateralized differences in global and local 

attention: the right hemisphere is dominant for attending to global features such as an entire 

line or scene, whereas the left is dominant for attention to local features such as characters 

within a string (Han et al., 2002). As such, Lee et al. (2004a, 2004b) attributed the rightward 

shift in line bisection to increased left hemispheric activation due to attending to local 

features (individual characters). Similar conclusions were reached by Jeong et al. (2006), who 

examined the character line bisection task on a proximal-distal radial plane. Typically, radial 

lines are bisected distally to the midpoint, likely due to right-hemispheric distal/global 

processing. In their study, Jeong and colleagues found that character lines were bisected more 

proximally compared to solid lines, which may have resulted from left-hemispheric 

proximal/local processing. Alternatively, it is also possible that the rightward/distal shift on 

character lines relative to solid lines in these studies occurred due to the processing of letters, 

and perhaps symbols, which typically involve left-hemispheric language processing (Bryden, 

Hécaen, & DeAgostini, 1983; Vigneau et al., 2006).  

Present Study 

In order to determine whether line bisection tasks can be used as quick measures of 

relative hemispheric activation, we modified the character line bisection task for use in the 

present study (See Figure 1). Three factors were manipulated in order to examine their 

influence on line bisection biases: line type (face, word), line valence (positive, negative, 

neutral), and hand use (left, right, both). These factors were chosen because they were 

expected to differentially activate the right and left hemispheres, as explained further below. 

Participants also bisected solid lines, which were used to index their baseline line-bisection 

performance. 
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Line Type: Faces vs. Words 

Stimuli that are known to activate the left hemisphere (words; Bryden, Hécaen, & 

DeAgostini, 1983; Vigneau et al., 2006) and the right hemisphere (faces; Perrett et al., 1988) 

in non-frontal regions were used as characters within the lines. The processing of written 

language involves a number of left hemispheric regions, particularly the fusiform gyrus of the 

left temporal lobe, which is also referred to as the Visual Word Form Area (Cohen, Jobert, Le 

Bihan, & Dehaene, 2004; Harris, Rice, Young, & Andrews, 2015; McCandliss, Cohen, & 

Dehaene, 2003; Price et al., 2003). Faces, on the other hand, typically activate the fusiform 

gyrus of the right temporal lobe, which is known as the Fusiform Face Area (Harris, Rice, 

Young, & Andrews, 2015; Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; McCarthy, Puce, Gore, & 

Allison, 1997). 

Line Valence 

Further, whereas previous character line bisection tasks have contained emotionally-

neutral information, our version of the task used words and faces conveying both neutral and 

emotionally-valenced information, as there is evidence to suggest that emotion processing is 

lateralized and thus may influence line bisection biases. The right hemisphere is thought to be 

dominant for processing emotion, as evidenced by the left ear advantage on the dichotic 

listening task when listening for a target emotional tone of voice (Bryden & MacRae, 1988). 

This Right Hemisphere Hypothesis of emotion is also supported by studies demonstrating 

that damage to the right hemisphere, but not the left, leads to disrupted emotion processing 

(e.g., Borod et al., 1998). Of relevance to the line bisection task, in a recent study Armaghani, 

Crucian, and Heilman (2014) found that placing unattended sad and happy faces at either end 

of a line resulted in greater leftward bisections compared to neutral face placement, and that 

this effect was particularly strong for faces displaying the sad emotional expression. This 

suggests that right hemisphere emotion processing can influence line bisection performance 
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in a contralateral fashion, and that the extent of this influence might differ depending on the 

type of emotion.  

Alternatively, some researchers have suggested that the left and right hemispheres 

both play a role in processing emotion, based on the type of valence or motivational 

approach. According to this Valence Hypothesis of emotion processing, the right hemisphere 

is especially suited for processing negative emotion or avoidance motivation (Bryden & 

MacRae, 1988, Reuter-Lorenz & Davidson, 1981), whereas the left hemisphere is capable of 

processing positive emotion or approach motivation (Killgore & Yurgelun-Todd, 2007). In a 

review and comparison of the Right Hemisphere Hypothesis, the Valence Hypothesis, and the 

approach/avoidance model of emotion processing, Najt, Bayer, and Hausmann (2014) found 

that anger, fear, and sadness consistently produce a right hemisphere advantage, whereas 

other emotions do not consistently produce lateralised advantages. In the present study, we 

elected to use neutral, angry, and happy emotional faces and words to examine the influence 

of emotional information on line bisection bias. 

Hand Use 

Lastly, the hand used to make the bisection was manipulated in order to account for 

motor activation effects. McCourt et al. (2001) noted that hand use exerts a subtle, albeit 

significant, influence on spatial attention, such that left and right hand use can increase and 

decrease the extent of pseudoneglect, respectively (also see Jewell & McCourt, 2000). A two-

hand line bisection condition was also added, in order to try to equalize the activation of the 

left and right hemispheres from motor activity and serve as a control for motor effects.  

Hypotheses 

Following from Duecker and Sack’s (2015) hybrid model of attentional control, 

which suggests contralateral parietal competition and right frontal dominance, it was 

predicted that: 
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1) Participants will generally err to the left on the line bisection task, particularly for 

solid and neutral lines, as is typically observed. This is because the task involves spatial 

processing, which is a right parietal function (Çiçek et al., 2009; Fink et al., 2000; Foxe et al., 

2003). 

2) Line bisection errors will be further to the left for the face bisections than for the 

word bisections, regardless of emotional valence, due to differential activation of the right 

hemisphere for faces and the left hemisphere for words. 

3) If positively-valenced emotional information (happy faces and positive words) 

activates the left hemisphere to a greater extent than the right hemisphere, as the Valence 

Hypothesis suggests, positively-valenced lines would be bisected further to the right than the 

baseline (solid lines) and neutral stimuli. However, Najt et al. (2014) noted inconsistencies in 

the production of lateralised advantages for happy faces, so if there is an effect to be found, it 

will likely be small, at least for the face lines. 

4) If negatively-valenced emotional information (angry faces and negative words) 

activates the right hemisphere to a greater extent than the left hemisphere, then these lines 

would be bisected further to the left than the baseline and neutral stimuli.  

5) Bisections of the neutral lines will be similar to baseline performance on the solid 

lines; however, if local processing is causing increased left hemisphere activation, relative to 

the global processing of baseline solid lines, character lines (regardless of valence) will be 

bisected more rightward than solid lines.   

6) Using the left hand (right hemisphere) to complete the line bisection tasks will 

draw line bisections leftward, whereas using the right hand (left hemisphere) will draw line 

bisections rightward. In contrast, use of both hands simultaneously is predicted to equally 

activate both hemispheres, resulting in a more representative line bisection bias without the 

small but significant influence of motoric activation (McCourt et al., 2001). 
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7) Finally, we predict that relative activation of each hemisphere will have cumulative 

effects. For example, when participants use their left hands to bisect angry face lines, the 

right hemisphere will be preferentially activated to a greater degree than any other condition 

(due to right hemisphere control of the left hand, right hemisphere dominance for face 

processing, and right hemisphere dominance for negative emotions), resulting in the largest 

leftward bisection errors. In contrast, when the stimuli promote competing activation of both 

hemispheres, the effects on line bisection biases will be neutralized.  

Method 

Participants 

A total of 50 individuals (37 female, 13 male) participated in the present study. 

According to a handedness and footedness questionnaire, wherein a score of 1 indicated 

strong left handedness/footedness and a score of 5 indicated strong right 

handedness/footedness, most participants were right handed (M = 4.41, SD = .52) and right 

footed (M = 3.94, SD = .75), as assessed by a questionnaire (Elias, Bryden, & Bulman-

Fleming, 1998). However, of this sample one participant was left handed, and three were left 

footed. Participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and were between 18-26 years 

of age (M = 20.40 years, SD = 1.75). Participants were recruited via the Department of 

Psychology Pool of Research Participants.  

Measures 

Computerized line bisection. Participants completed a novel computerized line 

bisection task. The lines in this task were either solid, or embedded with a series of faces or 

words similar to the character line bisection task (see Figure 1b for samples of the stimuli). 

However, in order to avoid the selection of a central character which might induce local 

processing in the character line bisection task, we asked participants to bisect the character 

lines and made the lines more coherent by placing a border around verbal and facial stimuli, 

rather than simply placing these stimuli sequentially. Specifically, the border was the same 
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size as the edges of thick solid control lines, and words and faces were placed within the 

border. These lines were to be bisected like any other line. These face and word lines differed 

by valence (positive, negative, and neutral). Happy, angry, and neutral human faces were 

selected from Matsumoto and Ekman’s (1988) JACFEE and JACNeuF photo databases, and 

positive, negative, and neutral words were chosen based on the “valence” dimension of 

Bradley and Lang’s (1999) Affective Norms for English Words. The solid lines were 

included as a control. One set of solid lines was the same length and height as the word and 

face lines (hereafter referred to as “thick” lines, seen in Figure 1a), whereas the other set was 

comparable to a previously-established pen-and-paper line bisection task used by Nicholls, 

Loftus, Orr, and Barre (2008) and Hatin, Sykes Tottenham, and Oriet (2012); hereafter 

referred to as “thin” lines. Line thickness was important to account for, because thicker lines 

have been found to reduce the magnitude of pseudoneglect (McCourt & Jewell, 1999). For 

each stimulus-type, 5 lines were bisected per hand condition (right, left, both).  

The face, word, and thick solid lines subtended a total of 9.96 degrees of visual angle 

(DVA) in length and 0.51 DVA in height. For the face lines, each face was repeated 17 times 

within the line, with some lines being offset such that half-faces were displayed at the ends of 

the lines. For the word lines, a total of 41 letters were embedded within each line, allowing 

for six to eight words per line which were randomly ordered in one of two sequences. Words 

were typed in a modified Courier font, which was selected for its monospacing and print-like 

characters (script-like characters, rather than print-like characters, may actually lead to 

unwanted right hemispheric activation; Bryden & Allard, 1976). The thin solid lines were 

9.96 DVA in length and 0.11 DVA in height, which was calculated to be equivalent to 100 

mm in length and 2 mm in height (same as the pen and paper solid lines described in the 

following section) when displayed on a 19 inch monitor with a 1280 x 1024 screen 

resolution. Five lines were horizontally presented on the monitor at a time, similar to the pen 

and paper task used by Nicholls et al. (2008) and Hatin et al. (2012). The lines were randomly 
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offset from centre by 0 DVA, ± 2.95 DVA, and ± 5.89 DVA. Figure 1a shows the line 

placement in a random trial. This variant of the line bisection task was used for its similarity 

to the pen-and-paper line bisection task used in the present study, and in Nicholls, Loftus, 

Orr, and Barre (2008), and Hatin, Sykes Tottenham, and Oriet (2012). The offset lines require 

participants to evaluate each line independently, as the mark on one line cannot be used as a 

guide for the next line, which would be the case for centrally presented lines.  

The mouse’s cursor appeared as a thin vertical line on the screen. The starting 

placement of this cursor was in the middle of the screen, which participants then had to move 

to the top-most line which was offset from centre. Upon clicking both mouse buttons on the 

perceived centre of the line, a red bisection line was stamped onto the image at the cursor’s 

location. Lines were bisected in order from top to bottom, and all 5 lines had to be bisected 

before moving on to the next condition. 

Pen-and-paper line bisection. A solid line bisection condition was also completed in 

a pen-and-paper line bisection task format, in addition to the computerized format, to allow 

us to determine whether the novel computerized line bisection task would produce results 

similar to line-bisection completed in the traditional paper format. The pen-and-paper line 

bisection task was modelled after the task described in Nicholls et al. (2008), and Hatin et al. 

(2012). Each printed page consisted of 5 horizontal lines that were 9.88 DVA in length and 

0.19 DVA in height. The lines were offset from centre by 0 DVA, ± 1.98 DVA, and ± 4.45 

DVA, and were equally spaced vertically. Five lines were bisected per hand condition (right, 

left, both). While it is common practice for line-bisection tasks to include right and left hand 

conditions (to control for left versus right hemispheric motor activation, respectively), to the 

best of our knowledge, the inclusion of a both-hands condition is novel.  

Handedness and demographics questionnaire. Participants completed a 

handedness, footedness, and demographics questionnaire, which was adapted from Elias, 

Bryden, and Bulman-Fleming (1998). This measure includes 15 questions that assess the 
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degree of right or left handedness, and 10 questions that assess the degree of right or left foot 

preference. Other factors previously reported to be related to performance on line-bisection 

tasks (e.g., age, sex) were also recorded. None of these factors, including handedness, 

footedness, age, and sex, influenced the pattern of results in the present sample, and so these 

characteristics were not examined further. 

Procedure 

 After informed consent was obtained, participants completed the pen-and-paper line 

bisection task by using a pen to place a mark at the perceived midpoint of each line on a 

printed page. Three pages were completed, one for each hand condition: left, right, and both 

hands. This resulted in a total of 15 bisected lines. When using both hands, participants were 

shown how to hold the pen and instructed to use both hands equally when moving the pen 

around the page. Each page was secured in a clipboard and placed along the participants’ 

midlines, and participants were instructed to sit up straight and not to tilt or move the 

clipboard. Participants completed this task at their own pace, with no time restrictions. This 

portion of the experiment took approximately 3 minutes to complete, including time for 

instructions. 

Next, the computerized line bisection task was completed, starting with the baseline 

solid-line conditions (see Figure 1a). Three virtual “pages” were completed for both the thin 

and the thick solid lines, one page per hand condition, for a total of 30 bisected lines. 

Following this, participants bisected the character lines. The positive, negative, and neutral 

valence conditions were presented in randomized blocks, and within each block, hand use 

and line type were counterbalanced. Figure 2 represents the general structure of the 

computerized line bisection task. Because faces and words themselves are easier to 

distinguish between than emotions within the faces and words, the task was presented in 

blocks based on emotion in order to ensure that participants had the maximal chance of 

correctly observing the valence, thus ensuring relevant hemispheric activation. Eighteen 
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virtual pages of character lines were completed for a total of 90 character lines bisected. 

Participants completed this task at their own pace, with no time restrictions placed on 

stimulus viewing time, and were allowed to take breaks between each block in order to 

reduce the potential for fatigue. The average completion time for the computerized line 

bisection task was 10 minutes and 48 seconds.  

For the character line bisections, participants were instructed to briefly observe the 

content of each line and not to use any “cheating” techniques such as counting the number of 

characters. For all of the computerized line bisection trials, participants used a mouse to move 

the cursor to the perceived centre of each line, then clicked both mouse buttons to mark the 

bisection location. For the face and word lines, to ensure participants were attending to the 

content of the lines, after each block they indicated via keyboard button press what the lines 

had in common: positive emotional content, negative emotional content, or neutral emotional 

content. Within each block, participants were given written instructions accompanied with an 

image indicating which hand to use (left, right, or both). 

 Once participants finished the computerized line bisection task, they completed the 

demographics and handedness/footedness questionnaire (Elias et al., 1998), and then received 

an educational debriefing. 

Scoring  

Computerized line bisection. Bisection errors on the computerized line bisection 

task were calculated by measuring how far the perceived midpoint was from the true 

midpoint to the nearest pixel. Leftward deviations were multiplied by -1, so that negative 

scores indicated leftward errors and positive scores indicated rightward errors. Bisection bias 

scores were calculated by summing the error scores separately for the thick and thin solid-line 

baselines, and for the positive, negative, and neutral word and face lines. Calculations were 

made separately for each hand condition. This resulted in a total of 24 bias scores calculated 

for each participant. All calculations were then transformed into DVA. 
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Pen-and-paper line bisection. Similarly, bisection errors on the pen-and-paper line 

bisection task were calculated by measuring how far the bisections were from the true 

midpoint. Digital vernier calipers were used to measure the bisection errors to the nearest 

0.5mm. Leftward deviations were multiplied by -1, so that negative scores indicated leftward 

errors and positive scores indicated rightward errors. Bisection bias scores were calculated by 

summing the error scores separately for each hand condition. A total of 3 bias scores were 

calculated for each participant. All calculations were then transformed into DVA. 

Results 

Valence Identification  

For the computerized line bisection task, we examined participants’ accuracy when 

asked to determine what each block had in common: neutral, positive, or negative valence. 

Accuracy was generally high, with an average of 2.5 out of 3 correct identifications (SD = 

0.75). However, because valence appears to have a small and highly variable effect on 

lateralised advantages, particularly positive valence (Najt et al., 2014), we decided to include 

only those participants who made correct identifications for all three blocks in all analyses. 

As such, 33 participants were included in the following analyses. As a note, inclusion of all 

50 participants in the same analyses did not change the pattern of results, with the exception 

of greater variability in terms of hand use.  

Solid Lines  

Computerized line bisection. First, we examined whether hand use and line 

thickness influenced line bisection performance on the computerized solid line bisection task, 

or whether these variables could be collapsed. A 3 (hand use: left, right, both) by 2 (line type: 

thick, thin) repeated measures ANOVA revealed no main effects or interactions, all ps > .34. 

As such, the line bisection scores were averaged over line type and hand use for the 

remaining analyses. Next, a one-sample t-test was run to determine whether our sample 

displayed pseudoneglect for the solid computerized line bisection task. A significant leftward 
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bias was indeed observed, t (32) = -5.67, p < .001, SEM = 2.97, such that these lines were 

bisected an average of 0.46 DVA to the left of true centre (SD = 0.46). 

Pen-and-paper line bisection. We also examined whether hand use influenced pen-

and-paper line bisection performance. A repeated measures ANOVA demonstrated a main 

effect of hand, F (2, 64) = 17.51, MSE = 1.83. p < .001, ηp
2 = .35. As confirmed with post hoc 

comparisons using a Bonferonni adjustment, bisecting the lines with the left hand resulted in 

a stronger leftward bisection bias (M = -0.16 DVA, SD = 0.20) than bisecting the lines with 

the right hand, p < .001 (M = -0.03 DVA, SD = 0.14), or with both hands, p < .001 (M = -0.02 

DVA, SD = 0.13). One-sample t-tests were run to determine whether our sample displayed 

pseudoneglect, and a significant leftward bias was observed for right hand, left hand, and 

both hand conditions (all ps < .001). 

Comparison. Finally, we examined whether pen-and-paper line bisection 

performance and computerized solid line bisection performance was correlated. Pearson’s 

correlations revealed that the two task formats were not correlated for left hand (r = .005, p = 

.98), right hand (r = .34, p = .06), and both hand (r = .18, p = .39) conditions. However, when 

collapsing over hand, the two solid line bisection tasks were significantly correlated, r = .53, 

p = .001 As such, we can infer that hand use has an effect in manual solid line bisection, but 

not computerized solid line bisection, and that the computerized solid line bisection task is a 

suitable replacement for the pen-and-paper version of the task as long as hand use is not a 

variable of interest. The scores on the computerized solid line bisection task will serve as 

baseline values against which performance on emotional and neutral verbal and facial lines 

will be compared. 

Emotional and Neutral Word and Face Lines 

Does valence, line type, and hand use influence bias magnitude? A 3 (valence: 

positive, negative, neutral) by 3 (hand use: left, right, both) by 2 (line type: word, face) 

repeated measures ANOVA was run to examine whether the valence of the line, the type of 
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line, and hand used to bisect the line influenced line bisection performance. Results are 

summarized in Table 1. A main effect of hand use was revealed such that the both hands 

condition (M = -0.42 DVA, SD = 0.64) and left hand condition (M = -0.39 DVA, SD = 0.59) 

resulted in more leftward bisections than the right hand (M = -0.29 DVA, SD = 0.58) 

condition. However, post hoc comparisons of the three hand conditions with a Bonferonni 

adjustment demonstrated that they did not significantly differ from each other, all ps > .06. A 

main effect of line type was also observed, with word lines producing stronger leftward 

bisection errors (M = -0.52 DVA, SD = 0.62) than face lines (M = -0.21 DVA, SD = 0.62). 

No main effect of valence was observed. 

In addition, as outlined in Table 1, there was a significant interaction between line 

type and valence, though the two-way and three-way interactions involving hand use were 

not significant. Paired sample t-tests were run to further examine the type by valence 

interaction. A Holm-Bonferonni sequential correction was performed (Gaetano, 2013; Holm, 

1979) to control for error rates arising from the large number of comparisons. As seen in 

Figure 3, when examining line type, positively and negatively valenced word lines produced 

significantly more leftward bisections than positively and negatively valenced face lines, 

respectively, indicating that word lines produce stronger leftward biases than face lines in 

these conditions. Neutral face and word lines did not produce significant differences from 

each other. When examining valence, no influence was observed for performance on the face 

lines, but positive word lines were bisected furthest to the left compared to negative word 

lines. 

Do character lines produce pseudoneglect? In order to determine whether the 

leftward line bisection biases on the face and word lines were significant, a series of one-

sample t-tests were run. Because the preceding set of analyses showed that all hand 

conditions produced leftward errors that did not significantly differ from each other in post-

hoc comparisons, this variable was collapsed. As seen in Table 2, all word lines, along with 
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neutral face lines, produced leftward errors that significantly differed from a score of 0, 

indicating that these conditions produced significant leftward biases. As such, all word lines 

produced pseudoneglect, regardless of valence. In contrast, face lines only produced 

pseudoneglect when neutral expressions, but not valenced expressions, were shown. 

Comparison of character lines to solid line baseline performance. Finally, we 

examined how these line bisection biases related to typical line bisection performance, as 

determined by the baseline information provided by computerized solid line bisection 

performance. Specifically, paired sample t-tests were run comparing the word and face line 

bisection biases against solid line bisection biases. Again, because analyses showed that all 

hand conditions produced leftward errors that did not significantly differ from each other in 

post-hoc comparisons, this variable was collapsed.. Figure 4 provides a summary of the 

following results. The leftward line bisection bias was significantly reduced for negative face 

lines, t(32) = -2.96, SEM = 3.59, p = .006, and positive face lines, t(32) = -2.66, SEM = 4.03, 

p = .01. In contrast, positively valenced word lines significantly shifted the bisections farther 

to the left than solid lines, t(32) = 3.03, SEM = 2.76, p = .005. No other significant deviations 

from baseline were observed, all ps > .09. 

Discussion 

 In line with our first hypothesis, the results of the present study show that participants 

generally demonstrate leftward biases on all line bisection conditions, which suggests overall 

right hemispheric activation. This makes sense, because the line bisection task requires 

spatial processing, which is a right parietal function (Çiçek et al., 2009; Fink et al., 2000; 

Foxe et al., 2003). Second, we predicted that face lines would be bisected more leftward than 

word lines, due to right hemisphere activation for facial processing and left hemispheric 

activation for words. Interestingly, we found the opposite: word and face lines increased and 

decreased the extent of pseudoneglect, respectively. This result was modulated by valence, 

though in a more unclear and unexpected manner than predicted. We predicted that positive 
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valence may produce a rightward shift in line bisections, negative valence would produce a 

leftward shift, and neutral lines would not significantly shift bisections in either direction. 

Whereas neutral lines did not exert a significant influence as predicted, positive word lines 

resulted in a significant shift to the left, and both positive and negative face lines produced a 

significant shift to the right. Counter to our prediction, hand use (right, left, both) did not 

influence performance on the computerized character and solid line bisection conditions, but 

did influence the extent of bias on the pen-and-paper line bisection task. Finally, it is unclear 

whether relative activation of the left and right hemispheres had cumulative effects due to the 

unexpected but interesting pattern of results. If there were cumulative effects, they resulted 

from patterns of brain activity different from, and even opposite to, those predicted. For 

example, we predicted the largest leftward line bisection bias for angry face lines, due to right 

hemispheric processing of both negative valence and faces, but instead observed a significant 

rightward deviation. In contrast, the largest leftward shift was observed for positive word 

lines, which would have been thought to produce the largest rightward shift due to left 

hemispheric activation for word processing and positive valence. In the following sections we 

discuss these unexpected patterns of results.. 

Word Lines  

Positively valenced word lines significantly increased the extent of pseudoneglect 

compared to baseline solid line bisection performance, whereas negative and neutral word 

lines did not. This result was opposite to our prediction that word lines would decrease the 

leftward bisection bias. According to the activation-orientation hypothesis, left hemispheric 

activation from both word stimuli (Vigneau et al., 2006) and positive valence (Killgore & 

Yurgelun-Todd, 2007, Reuter-Lorenz & Davidson, 1981) should have resulted in a marked 

attentional shift to the right side of space, leading to a reduction or even reversal of 

pseudoneglect. This result is also opposite to what would be predicted based on Bryden and 

MacRae’s (1988) finding from their dichotic listening task, that attending to verbal stimuli 
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results in a rightward bias. Based on this result, it is possible that the line bisection task is not 

an appropriate measure of left hemispheric activation when words are embedded in the lines.  

Alternatively, it is possible that other factors played a role in the result. In particular, 

scanning biases were not controlled for in the present study, and the direction in which one 

scans lines can influence line bisection performance (Chokron, Bartolomeo, Perenin, Helft, & 

Imbert, 1998). Interestingly, French readers, who scan words from left to right, tend to 

display pseudoneglect, whereas Israeli readers, who scan words from right to left, tend to 

display reduced or reversed pseudoneglect (Chokron & Imbert, 1993). Furthermore, 

encouraging participants to scan lines from left-to-right or right-to-left can increase and 

reduce the extent of pseudoneglect, respectively (Brodie & Pettigrew, 1996), regardless of 

native language (Nicholls & Roberts, 2002). Interestingly, under highly controlled situations 

involving the use of an eye tracker and various manipulations of scanning directions, some 

researchers have found the opposite pattern, such that left-to-right or right-to-left scans can 

lead to rightward and leftward shifts in line bisection performance, respectively (Hurwitz, 

Valado, & Danckert, 2011; Sosa & McCourt, 2011). In the present study, all participants 

spoke English, and the word lines consisted of English words. As such, participants likely 

scanned the lines from left to right, which may explain the increased leftward bias. However, 

the variability reported in past studies casts uncertainty on whether scanning direction is 

contributing to observed results. Further, the scanning direction hypothesis cannot account 

for why this effect was only found for the positive valence condition of the word lines.    

A second factor to consider is whether there was local or global processing of the 

word lines in the present study. In Lee et al.’s (2004) examination of letter and symbol 

character line bisection, they found reduced and non-significant leftward bisection biases 

which they attributed to local processing of the characters. Indeed, their line bisection task 

was geared towards local processing: the characters were lined up in a row to simulate a line, 

and rather than bisecting the sequence of characters in half, their participants circled what 
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they perceived to be the middle character. In the present study, the characters were 

surrounded by a border to give the line a more unified appearance, and participants were 

asked to bisect the line in half rather than locate a central character, which may have 

encouraged more global processing in comparison to Lee et al.’s task. Furthermore, the 

characters in our study formed entire words, rather than existing as isolated units. As such, it 

seems less likely that local processing took place, and is in fact possible that global 

processing of words and of valence drew bisections rightwards. Again, however, this 

explanation cannot account for why this effect was only found for the positive valence 

condition of the word lines. 

One possible explanation for why positive word lines significantly increased the 

extent of pseudoneglect is that the word lines differed not just in valence, but also arousal and 

dominance. The words in the present study were selected based on the ‘valence’ dimension of 

ANEW (Bradley & Lang, 1999). For the ANEW list, Bradley and Lang had participants rate 

words on a scale of 1-9 for valence, arousal, and dominance or perceived feeling of control. 

The positive words in the present study are those that were rated high in terms of positive 

valence, with an average rating of 8.62 out of 9, compared to negative words which were 

rated on average 1.45 out of 9, and neutral words which were rated 5.02 out of 9. 

Interestingly, these positive words were also rated the highest in arousal (positive M= 6.56; 

negative M= 6.17; neutral M= 3.75) and in dominance (positive M= 6.37; negative M= 3.30; 

neutral M= 4.93). High arousal has been associated with leftward attentional biases regardless 

of valence (Robinson & Compton, 2006), which may have played a role in the observed 

leftward bias. The neural correlates for feelings along a dominance-submission scale requires 

further investigation, though some have hypothesised that feelings of dominance or control 

may be associated with left hemispheric activation, whereas feelings of submission may be 

associated with right hemispheric activation (Demaree, Everhart, Youngstrom, & Harrison, 

2005). This model of left hemispheric activation from feelings of dominance would not fit 
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with the present results, as leftward biases were observed for more dominant words, which 

suggests right hemisphere activation. Overall, further examination of our results for word 

lines is required, and future research using emotional words should consider controlling 

across the dimensions of valence, arousal, and dominance. 

Face Lines  

Opposite to our hypotheses, the extent of pseudoneglect was reduced when bisecting 

face lines. In particular, the extent of pseudoneglect was reduced for negatively and 

positively valenced face lines, but not neutral face lines. Along the lines of the activation-

orientation hypothesis, we predicted that right hemispheric activation from face stimuli 

(Perrett et al., 1988) would result in a marked attentional shift to the left side of space, 

leading to an increase in the extent of pseudoneglect. Instead, the relative shift to the right 

may indicate that embedding faces within lines is not a suitable method of activating or 

measuring relative right hemispheric processes. 

An alternative interpretation is that local processing of facial details led to left 

hemispheric activation, resulting in a rightward shift in line bisections. In order to determine 

the valence of the faces, as instructed, participants had to look at facial details. The faces 

were relatively small, so participants would have to focus attention rather intently, if 

momentarily, to the emotional expression on the face. This result is in line with the findings 

of Lee et al. (2004), in that local processing of character lines led to relatively more rightward 

bisections, and also fits with the activation-orientation hypothesis and Duecker’s hybrid 

model of attentional control discussed earlier. One thing to note is that, although all face lines 

were bisected to the right of the baseline solid lines (Figure 4), only the positively and 

negatively valenced face lines were statistically significantly different from baseline; further, 

only the neutral face condition produced a leftward bias that was significantly different from 

zero (i.e., pseudoneglect). This suggests that emotional expression, regardless of valence, has 

an additive effect with facial processing, which together shift face line bisections to the right 
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of baseline solid lines. This rightward shift was large enough to negate the pseudoneglect 

effect that was observed in all other face, word, and line conditions in this study.  

Valence and Hand Use 

In the present study, word and face lines varied by valence. It was expected that 

positively valenced faces and words would activate left hemisphere processes (Killgore & 

Yurgelun-Todd, 2007), which in turn would shift bisections further to the right than neutral 

and solid lines. The opposite pattern was predicted for negatively valenced faces and words, 

as negative valence activates right hemisphere processes (Killgore & Yurgelun-Todd, 2007). 

These patterns were generally unobserved, with no main effects and no consistent pattern of 

results across the line types. Indeed, only positive valence appeared to affect word line 

bisections in a leftward manner, whereas both positive and negative valence affected face 

lines in a rightward manner. Thus, this pattern of results is not in line with Valence 

Hypothesis, nor is it in line with the Right Hemisphere Hypothesis, as emotion in general 

(right hemisphere), did not predict consistent leftward shifts,  Overall, it appeared as though 

the facial and verbal content of the lines may have been more informative than valence. 

In addition, hand use was manipulated in order to control for hand effects that may 

arise from contralateral motoric processing. Typically, bisecting lines with the left hand 

draws bisections leftward, whereas bisecting lines with the right hand draws bisections 

rightward (Jewell & McCourt, 2000). Although simultaneous use of both hands has not been 

previously examined, we assumed that both hand use would result in a more balanced 

activation of both hemispheres, thus providing a clearer picture of bisection biases 

independent of motor contributions. Interestingly, hand use appeared to matter much more for 

pen-and-paper line bisections than computerized line bisections. In fact, hand use was 

collapsed for the computerized line bisection task because there was no effect of hand. In 

addition, the two-hand pen-and-paper line bisection condition appeared to produce bisections 
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that fell between left hand and right hand bisections, which supports the idea that the use of 

both hands averages out the influence of left and right hemispheric motor effects. 

In general, it appears as though the results of the present study may be attributed to 

differences in processing word and face lines more so than differences in hand use or 

differences in processing valence. With that said, emotion processing generally appeared to 

accentuate the effects arising from the face and the word line conditions. In addition, our 

results add further support to the literature showing that hand use influences pen-and-paper 

line bisection performance (Jewell & McCourt, 2000; McCourt et al., 2001), suggesting that 

it should continue to be accounted for in future studies that utilize pen-and-paper line 

bisection tasks.   

Limitations and Future Directions 

 The stimuli in the present study may have inadvertently resulted in right-hemispheric 

global processing of words, and left-hemispheric local processing of facial features. While 

this interpretation fits with the activation-orientation hypothesis of attention, it was not the 

intended focus of the study. Future studies should separate out the effects of facial and verbal 

processing from local and global processing. Furthermore, the word lines in the present study 

likely encouraged left-to-right scanning, possibly contributing to the observed leftward 

bisections, which may have over-ridden any other effects resulting from left hemispheric 

activation of language regions.  

 In addition, unlike Bryden and MacRae’s (1988) dichotic listening task which used a 

single set of stimuli to demonstrate opposing effects of laterality, the present study used 

separate sets of stimuli (face lines and word lines). This leaves room for varying 

interpretations regarding the differences found for bisecting these different line types. In the 

future, lines that combine words and faces might be a viable option for overcoming this 

limitation, whereby—similar to Bryden and MacRae’s dichotic listening task—participants 
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could be encouraged to attend solely to the faces or solely to the words when bisecting the 

lines to determine the impact that each has on the direction of the bisection.  

 Another possible limitation is the fact that the line bisection task used 5 lines on a 

page that were offset from centre by varying amounts. Previous research has shown that 

stimulus location can influence line bisection performance. For example, lines placed on the 

left side of a page or on the upper half of a page tend to increase the extent of pseudoneglect, 

whereas lines placed on the right side of a page or lower half of a page tend to decrease the 

extent of pseudoneglect (McCourt & Jewell, 1999). It is possible, therefore, that stimulus 

placement influenced our results. However, the lines were equally spaced vertically with one 

line at the centre, two above, and two below, and the lines were also offset to the left and 

right of centre by equal amounts. Because all lines on a page were averaged together, this 

counterbalanced placement should have served to counteract any undue influence by one 

particular vertical or horizontal line placement. 

  A final limitation is that participants in the present study were not given practice trials 

for any of the line bisection tasks. This may have been important, particularly when 

considering that participants were likely inexperienced at holding a computer mouse or pen 

with their nondominant hand or both hands simultaneously. This inexperience would be 

expected to introduce additional variance into the task, and the use of a practice trial may aid 

in reducing errors by allowing participants to acclimate to the task. Interestingly, however, 

the novel both-hand condition produced the least amount of variance compared to left and 

right hand line bisection conditions. In addition, manipulation of hand use did not produce 

significant effects for the computerized line bisection task. Taken together, this suggests that 

the lack of practice was not a detriment to performance on the line bisection task in the 

present study.  
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Conclusion  

Although facial and verbal information can influence the extent of pseudoneglect, 

they did so in the present study in unexpected directions. In addition, the valence of word and 

face lines did not influence line bisection biases in the predicted manner consistent with the 

valence hypothesis of emotion, nor were the results consistent with the Right Hemisphere 

Hypothesis. However, emotional information did appear to accentuate the effects found for 

the word and the face lines. Further research is needed to determine whether other factors 

such as visual scanning and local (left hemispheric) or global (right hemispheric) processing 

of details can account for the pattern of results. Our results suggest that caution is needed 

when using biases on the line-bisection task to make inferences about other lateralized 

processes beyond visuospatial attention, as the influences that cerebral hemispheric 

asymmetries have on human behaviour may not be as clear-cut or simple as one initially 

thinks.  

While a great deal of information is known about processes that demonstrate cerebral 

asymmetries, discovering how these lateralized processes impact behaviours is still an area of 

fruitful research. The present study was inspired by the work of M. P. Bryden, who was a 

pioneer in this area. His work on functional lateralities, and how they can influence human 

behaviours, continues to spark questions and curiosities – indeed, his legacy lives on. 
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